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Editor’s View
Welcome to the September 2022
issue of Noise/News International.
What a blast INTER-NOISE 2022 was. It’s hard to pick what the highlight was; hundreds
of noise control professionals dancing together in a Céilí, one of the many fantastic
plenary talks, or simply catching up in-person with some old friends after too many
(albeit enjoyable) virtual conferences! I’ll have my full conference report ready for the
December issue, but after the success of Glasgow in 2022, I’ll be booking my flights to
INTER-NOISE 2023 in Chiba (Greater Tokyo) as soon as I can.
For this issue we pay tribute to one of the founders of this very magazine, George
Maling, who passed away earlier this year. He’s been described as the glue that held
INCE-USA together over many years, and his contributions to the noise-control
profession are internationally recognized. We present just a short summary of the
many many contributions George has made to our community.

Eoin A. King Ph.D.

Elsewhere in this issue NCEJ Editor, Dr. Jim Thompson, returns with his regular “What
is all the noise about?” feature and asks why anyone would want to be a noise control
engineer. We also have a NOISE/NOTES round up of some of the stories hitting the
news around the world, some product news, and much more.
I hope you enjoy this issue of NNI!

Do you have a good noise control solution that
you would like to publish?
The Noise Control Engineering Journal has the solution:

Case Studies
• These are articles providing a reference for practicing noise control
engineers.
• They do not reference cutting edge technology but provide
documentation of noise control solutions
• The demonstrate expertise in the solution of noise control issues and the
use of measurement and modeling techniques
• Since their introduction in 2018, we have received roughly one hundred
of these case studies
For more information: https://www.inceusa.org/publications/noise-control-engineering-journal/
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A Tribute to George Maling
The passing of George Maling has been cause for reflection and examination of George’s many contributions to INCE-USA, I-INCE
and the field of noise control. His contributions are particularly important for readers of this magazine, as it would probably not
exist without him! He was a founding member of the INCE-USA in 1971, I-INCE in 1974, and eventually the NNI magazine.
At Noise-Con 2014, INCE-USA held a special session to honor the many contributions George made to the noise control
engineering profession. What follows are some excerpts of what was presented at that session.

About George Maling

Excerpt from opening remarks by Bill Lang.
George entered the field in 1954 as a graduate student; and in
1963, when he completed his PhD under Uno Ingard, he had five
academic degrees—four from MIT and his Bachelor’s degree
from Bowdoin College. After consulting for IBM for several
years, he became a full timer in 1965 and was the specialist
for the corporation available to consult on problems related to
product noise control on all four continents. But his duties were
principally directed at the design and product development of
low-noise business machines for the Poughkeepsie acoustics
laboratory.
My first example of his corporate responsibilities were when he
was called to an IBM plant in New Jersey manufacturing punch
cards for the IT industry. OSHA inspectors found the twenty
card manufacturing presses to be over the OSHA noise limit for
operator exposure and threatened to close down the plant until
a plan was in place for reducing the operator exposure. The local
management told George that two years previous they were
working on this problem, had a noise enclosure for each press
designed, but the operators had them removed as they were
interfering with card production. The covers were scrapped.
George told management to find one. After a mad scramble, a
scrap cover was located on a farmer’s field in Indiana; and IBM
had it shipped back to New Jersey. The problem with reinstalling
the cover was that the farmer had used it as a chicken coop,
and it was full of chicken poop. But the plant was rescued from
closing when George had the chicken poop removed, the cover
re-installed on one press, and the OSHA inspector approved his
plan to lower the noise levels of all the presses in the New Jersey
card plant. The day was saved with the best analog equipment
available in 1967.
There was not much signal processing in this field trip, but
George’s interest in signal processing was developing, but
it was in its infancy. How primitive it was is illustrated by a
request by the IBM Executive Vice President for Innovation to
demonstrate to the IBM Board of Directors how the field was
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Slide presented by Eric Wood at 2014 Session honoring George
Maling. Here Eric outlines the many contributions George made
to INCE-USA
developing. George, with two engineers and a station wagon full
of the best analog equipment then available in 1967, was told he
could set up the demonstration in the Board room starting at
5 p.m. for the next day’s Board meeting. He worked all night to
set up the demonstration with local difficulties; there was not
even a 110-volt AC outlet in the room. The demo consisted of
an IBM type-bar typewriter at one end of the room and a large
meter at the other end of the room with three areas marked.
The left sector was marked with a capital I, the middle sector
with a capital B, and the right sector with a capital M. With the
best analog equipment and microphone in front of the meter,
the operator would type an I; and the needle on the meter
would swing up to the I sector; with B it would swing up to B;
and with M it would swing up to M—all without wires and the
rudiments of signal processing. After working all night and
getting the demonstration to work flawlessly by 7 a.m., George
was confronted at 8 a.m. by the IBM Vice President in charge of
arranging the Board meeting for the IBM directors that would
convene at 9 a.m. “What’s all this stuff?” he asked George. “It’s
a demo for the Board requested to be set up by the Executive
Vice President for Innovation.” Without even bothering
to look at the demonstration, the IBM VP coordinating the
meeting told George that the Board members would be unable
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to understand the demonstration and told him to get it out of
there. By 9 a.m. the room was clean, and George and his helpers
had all the equipment back in the station wagon headed back to
Poughkeepsie.
But George’s interest in signal processing and the impending
evolution of digital signal processing was undismayed. He
struck up a friendship with Jim Cooley, an IBM researcher who
had developed an algorithm for digital signal processing with
John Tukey of Bell Telephone Laboratories. George immediately
grasped that this algorithm might be what was needed to
move the world from analog signal processing to digital signal
processing. Working with Jim and other collaborators from BTL
and MIT, he organized two symposia on the algorithm—one
held in New York by the IEEE and the second in Boston by the
ASA. By the end of 1967 the algorithm had caught fire, not only
for the processing of noise signals but for all electronic signals
transmitted through the air or on wires. IEEE top management
was astounded at this development and requested that George
and his collaborators immediately prepare a paper for the
proceedings of the IEEE entitled “What is the Fast Fourier
Transform?” Every electronic device on your desk or in your
pocket today incorporates the FFT or its modern equivalent.
What started out as a new technique for processing the noises
audible to the ear in digital format was responsible for the
explosion of interest in the FFT which has had inestimable
benefit to the world.

The Maling Box, developed in IBM

An example of one (of many) significant
contributions to the Field
Excerpt from presentation from Matt Nobile

The need for a fixture to test air moving devices was recognized
many years ago in the Information Technology industry. In the
early 1960’s, George Maling and his associates at IBM developed
a plenum for the testing of such devices. Details of the plenum
design were revealed to the technical community via a special
session on “Measurement of Noise from Fans for Cooling
Electronics” at the Internoise 1982 Conference. Then, through
the efforts of the INCE Technical Committee on Information
Technology Equipment Noise Emissions, the plenum was
eventually standardized in ANSI S12.114 and ISO 10302. Within
the technical community it has become known as the “Maling
Box”.

The Glue that held INCE-USA Together
Excerpt from presentation by Joe Cuschieri.

For his presentation, Joe Cuschieri began his talk with a
summary of the personal notes from Bill Lang who offered an
informal account of the early years of INCE-USA. Here it is
noted that George Maling “provided the glue that has held the
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Since computers and the associated cooling fans have gotten
smaller over the years, we now have the so-called half-sized
plenum, which can even be fully automated. And for this, we
owe it all to George!

organization (INCE/USA) together”. And in addition to serving
as INCE Secretary, INCE President, and General Chairman
of INTER-NOISE 80 and 89, George served continuously as
Editor-in-Chief of NOISE/NEWS since he published the first
issue in 1972. The very first publication (Issue No. 1) of NOISE/
NEWS dated 1972 January-February, featured a photo of Leo
Beranek on the cover, and a lead article that was titled “INCE is
Incorporated”. It included photos from the ASA Conference on
Noise Standards which had been held at Arden House during the
period 1971 July 28-31.
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George and Noise News International

Excerpt from George’s Personal history of NNI and I-INCE [1]
In 1971, the Institute of Noise Control Engineering (INCE/
USA) was incorporated after many meetings and discussions
of the need for a professional organization devoted to noise
control engineering. In January of 1971 a group of American
professionals met at Arden House in Harriman, New York, USA
to discuss the formation of a new professional organization. It
was voted to proceed with the founding of what was to become
INCE/USA. The incorporation took place in June, and the first
meeting of an interim Board of Directors was held in October.
The organization needed some sort of a publication, and I
volunteered to produce a newsletter, which I named Noise/
News. The newsletter was to be published bimonthly, and the
first issue was dated January-February, 1972. Noise/News was
distributed at a January, 1972 organizational meeting of INCE/
USA at Arden House, and we offered annual subscriptions. I
remember returning from Arden House with nine subscribers!
As will be seen, Noise/News was the one of the predecessors of
Noise/News International.

INTRODUCING

BASWA DTG
A high-performance system
designed to be installed directly to
standard drywall framing.
Update your acoustical data library, baswaNA.com.

At the October meeting mentioned above, it was agreed that
an international conference should be held in 12 months,
and, at the suggestion of my long-time colleague, Dr. William
(Bill) Lang, it was called INTER-NOISE. The first meeting in
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Washington, DC, USA was organized
with Professor Malcom Crocker as
General Chair, and was quite successful.
The founders of INCE/USA had a vision
of an international organization that
would consist of acoustical societies and
institutes of noise control engineering.
Professor Fritz Ingerslev announced the
formation of International INCE at the
end of the opening plenary session of
INTER-NOISE 74 in Washington, D.C.,
USA on September 30, 1974.
Shortly after the founding of I-INCE, it
was recognized that the organization also
needed a means to communicate, and
Eric Rathé volunteered to be the editor
of the International INCE Newsletter.
I worked with him and supplied
information of international interest
from the INCE/USA publication, Noise/
News.

The participants (including George) of the 1972 Arden House meeting. From Eric
Wood’s 2014 presentation

In 1992, Bill Lang and I attended INTERNOISE 92, which was held in Toronto,
Canada. The technical publication of
INCE/USA, Noise Control Engineering
Journal (NCEJ), edited by Professor
Crocker was, thanks to his dedicated
efforts for almost 20 years, a very
successful technical publication, but was
having difficulty attracting advertisers.
This problem was recognized by the
INCE/USA Board of Directors, but
no action was agreed upon. After the
meeting, Bill Lang and I discussed the
situation, and we concluded that it would
be of benefit to both International INCE
and INCE/USA to combine Noise/News
and the International INCE Newsletter,
and to launch a new publication.
This is how Noise/News International
came about, and the first issue was
published in March 1993.
[1] George C. Maling Jr., A Personal
History of Noise/News International and
International INCE, The Journal of the
INCE of Japan, 2004, Volume 28, Issue 6,
Pages 383-386.
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The cover of the first issue of Noise/News International
March 1993.
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The first NNI Editor’s View from 1993 where George launches the new publication.
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Would you like to share your paper with
colleagues and customers?
Does your organization or funding agency require
free access to your publications?
The Noise Control Engineering Journal has the solution:

Open Access

• NCEJ provides both a regular subscription license and an open access
license for auhors
• This hybrid model provides maximum flexibility
• For a fee you can have a license to freely distribute your paper or case
study to others if you acknowledge the INCE-USA copyright.
• They do not reference cutting edge technology but provide
documentation of noise control solutions
For more information: https://www.inceusa.org/publications/noise-control-engineering-journal/
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What is all the Noise About?

Editor’s note: in our second contribution from Jim Thompson, he wonders why anyone would want to be a noise control engineer. As always,
we’d like to hear from you as well, so please get in touch and share some of your experience. If you’d like to submit a response to Jim’s column
please email me at kingea@tcd.ie.

Why Would Anyone Want to Be a Noise
Control Engineer?
Jim Thompson
This may seem like a dumb question coming from a noise control
engineer. However, in talking to people it seems like there are
a lot of different reasons. Many of the reasons have been a
surprise to me. I am interested to hear why others chose to be
noise control engineers. Why people started in the field and why
they stay are often different responses as well.
I have told the story of how I got into noise control before. I was
a coop student and my boss told me I was going to be the office
noise expert. I got interested, pursued my master’s degree in
room acoustics, the rest is history. This was a matter of timing:
I had decided I was not going to design engines and was looking
for something else when this assignment came along. When
I first graduated with my MS in mechanical engineering and
began looking for a job, no one was looking for noise control
engineers – at least no one I could find. I ended up taking a
job with the one company that was excited to find someone
interested in noise control.
Throughout my career when I tell people not involved in the
business that I work in noise control or that I am a noise control
engineer, I get a blank look or a question like “is that a real
job?” The role of a noise control professional never occurs to
them until they encounter a noisy product or are confronted
with an environmental noise issue. People never think about
the professional who made their home appliance quieter or the
startup to the new plant that they did not hear.
One positive experience I did have was several years ago. I was
visiting a hotel and conference center with several professional
society staff members to discuss an upcoming conference that
I was chairing. This was a noise control conference, and the
hotel and conference center staff were aware of the topic. When
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I passed out my business cards the nature of the discussions
changed. At the time, I was the Hearing Loss Prevention Branch
Chief at the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH). This title caught all the non-noise control
attendee’s attention. Several noted how significant it was that
this was my job. In their minds noise control had gone from an
incomprehensible engineering topic to the protection of people’s
health. Often, the concept or intent of what we do is more
important to lay people than the technical details.
My reason for being a noise control engineer, is the opportunity
to have an impact on the quality of people’s lives. This is what
motivates me and helps when customers seem unappreciative
or the seemingly impossible is asked for with insufficient budget
or time. I still feel that the noise control profession offers the
opportunity to directly help people and that this is the major
reason I am proud to be a noise control engineer.
Having worked for NIOSH on hearing loss prevention, I had the
opportunity to interact with those impacted by hearing loss.
It made me acutely aware of the reality of reduction in quality
of life due to hearing loss. The thing I remember most are the
interactions I had with retired miners who talked about their
inability to communicate with their grandchildren. To see these
“tough” men with tears in their eyes talking about how much it
hurt to not be able to converse with their grandchildren was all
the motivation I will ever need.
So, what was your motivation for getting involved with noise
control and what keeps you motivated to pursue this obscure
field we have chosen? I am curious to hear what about noise
control motivates you. Why are you a noise control engineer?
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Product News
Specialist software, SoundPLANnoise version 9.0 released with multiple new
features for professional noise surveys and reduction strategies

Noise-mapping specialist, SoundPLAN, has released version
9.0 of its noise mapping software.

Noise-mapping specialist, SoundPLAN, has released version 9.0
of its world-leading software, SoundPLANnoise, for effective
assessment and abatement of noise in buildings and outdoors.
SoundPLANnoise 9.0 has a range of new features to model levels
and dispersion of noise, to help prevent its harmful effects. The
software offers answers to every conceivable question in the
fields of noise immission control, environmental acoustics and
room acoustics. Whether it’s a construction study, transport and
route planning, noise action plans, assessing open-air events,
noise mapping or designing open-plan offices, the software
provides the perfect solution.
Colour coded maps are created, which are very visual
demonstrations of where noise comes from and how it spreads.
This can be useful, especially when dealing with other planners
or non-building professionals involved in the project. Using
modeling, it is possible to show not only current noise levels
but also projected ones. Planners can then test scenarios and
assess the best options to reduce noise and protect workers and
communities from its harmful effects.
The modular structure of the software allows users, quickly and
easily, to adapt the program to their individual requirements.
Engineers, state and local authorities, architects, concert
venues, and universities all work with the effective noise
software in a wide range of application areas.
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SoundPLANnoise is always up to date, so that the calculations
are based on the latest guidelines and standards. It is intuitive
to use, enabling users to work efficiently, right through from
modeling to the final graphical and tabular presentation of the
results, so that goals can be reached efficiently.
New features in version 9.0 include:
• Fully updated user interface of the Geo-Database, where
geospatial data is entered and manipulated, for a state-ofthe-art user experience
• Assessment of the harmful effects of environmental
noise (high annoyance, high sleep disturbance and ischaemic
heart disease) according to EU2020/367
• Multiple new standards included like BEK nr 135:2019
(wind turbine), TNM 3.0 (traffic noise) and national
adaptations of Common noise assessment methods in Europe
(CNOSSOS-EU:2021) for strategic noise mapping
• Meshed map calculations for time efficient indoor noise
predictions with SoundPLAN’s Sound Particle Model (SPD)
to analyze and evaluate acoustic properties within rooms
• Auralization with multiple simultaneous sources and
additional background noise
For more information about SoundPLANnoise 9.0 visit: www.
soundplan.eu or email SoundPLAN’s distributor in the USA at
forschner@navcon.com or contact the team at SoundPLAN’s
headquarters at marketing@soundplan.de.
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Do-it-Yourself: Measure the noise in the venue
By Gregory Scott, Founder of SoundPrint, member of World Hearing Forum
via the WHO
*Editors Note: This article first appeared in the Spring 2021 edition
of ‘The Bottom Rung’. It is reproduced with permission.

What will happen?

This October, participating organizations will partner with
SoundPrint to engage their communities for a fun, missiondriven competition where users take sound level measurements
at venues such as restaurants, bars, coffee shops, gyms and
parks with the SoundPrint app and submit them to a publicly
accessible database. The event and the collected data will be
used to raise hearing health awareness. And many prizes will be
awarded to the most dedicated participants!

What you need to do?

• Reserve your spot with a “yes” via the form link below
• A month prior to the event, SoundPrint will send you
everything you need to share with your community via
email, social media or print in advance and during the
campaign to contribute to the cause. You just copy and paste!

How do I join?

Fill out the form that is linked here.

Based on the collectively gathered data, SoundPrint then
advocates for safe noise levels on a broad scale, including
sharing the data with the WHO’s World Hearing Forum and
researchers. Past SoundPrint campaigns have generated hearing
health awareness with thousands of participants.

Who is participating?

Members of the WHO’s World Hearing Forum, professional
organizations, audiologists, speech
pathologists, hearing aid companies, noise pollution activists,
acoustic experts and others will join together to raise hearing
health awareness to prevent noise induced hearing loss.

How does your organization and your
constituents’ benefit?

• Contribute to the mission of raising hearing health
awareness!
• Create a fun, community-building activity for your
constituents
• Learn how to gauge whether their environment is safe or
dangerous for hearing health.
• Find quiet venues for those with hearing loss and sensory
disorders to patronize
• Ask venue managers of loud places to optimize their
acoustics
• SoundPrint shares the data collected by your participants
• Be featured on SoundPrint’s website along with other healthminded organizations
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PROPEL YOUR CAREER IN ACOUSTICS &
NOISE CONTROL ENGINEERING -JOIN INCE-USA!

Some photos courtesy of Sound & Vibration Magazine:
www.sandv.com

MEMBERSHIP IS FREE
FOR STUDENTS
SCHOLARSHIPS AND
• Awards and Scholarships
AWARDS
• Networking with Industry,
• INCE Scholarships
Academia, and Government
• Discounted Conference Attendance • Travel Funding
• Paper and Project Competitions
• Job Postings
• INCE Digital Library Access

w w w. i n c e u s a . o r g
Institute of Noise Control Engineering of the United States of America, Inc.

INCE-USA enables a quieter world through education, awareness,
advocacy, and technical advancement
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Book Reviews
The Engineering of Sport (e-book)

Steve Haake
Published by CRC Press,
ISBN 9789054108221 (Hardback), 360pp., 300 USD ISBN
9781003078098 (eBook), 360pp., 225 USD
The e-book includes over 45 papers from a Conference on the
Engineering of Sport held in UK in 1996. The book is edited
by Steve Haake, Professor of Sports Engineering at Sheffield
Hallam University, UK. Numerous authors from around the
world presented their research (as of 1996) on a multitude
of sports engineering topics ranging from aerodynamics,
biomechanics, 2D and 3D motion analyses, rigid body
dynamics, materials and design, vibration, and simulation and
experimental studies. The rationale for this book, according to
Dr Haake, is: “researchers working in sports technology find
that their work falls neither in the field of traditional sports
science nor in mainstream engineering. Finding a suitable
forum for publishing this kind of work becomes very difficult.”
The common theme is the engineering or scientific analyses such
as the static and dynamic investigations, computational motion
and kinematic studies, numerical methods in fluid and solid
mechanics, dimensional analyses, and statistical (regression)
analyses as well as interdisciplinary studies. Papers are grouped
under 9 themes (or chapters) with varying lengths, although
some sports (such as golf, cricket, and selected Olympics games)
are covered in several chapters. Not all sports are covered;
especially US-centric sports such as football, basketball, and
baseball are not even mentioned. The authors represent diverse
communities from biomechanics, fluid mechanics, structural
design, dynamics, material, sports science, and engineering
physics communities.
The Aerodynamics part (Chapter 1) includes 3 papers that
discuss the computational fluid dynamics of going faster, cricket
ball swinging in the air, and the cyclist’s posture to reduce the
drag. Chapter 2 on Biomechanics includes 6 papers that address
spine and hip flexibility, knee mechanics, ski jump performance,
and walking mechanics. The Design section (Chapter 3)
contains 6 articles on the tennis racket, pole vault, bicycle
frame, badminton shuttlecock, sailing yacht, and underwater
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mechanics. Instrumentation aspects (Chapter 4) are covered
here via 6 papers with focus on javelin release, tennis forehand,
and kicking football. Next, 4 articles are included under the
Materials section (Chapter 5) that describe the mountaineering
equipment, cricket bat, and usage of composites or aluminum
alloys. The Mechanics (Chapter 6) is the longest section with
9 papers on multidisciplinary topics covering golf balls,
windsurfer mast, bobsled drivers, bow and arrow, artificial turf,
bicycle chains, fishing gear, etc. The Modeling of Sport part
(Chapter 7) describe the intricacies of golf balls, cricket bat,
swimming, squash, rock climbing, and the like via 6 articles.
Next, the Motion Analysis section (Chapter 8) includes only 3
papers on the statics and dynamics of 3D motions, water paddler
study, and underwater motion analysis. Finally, the Vibration
part (Chapter 9) contains 4 papers that focus on the golf clubs
and cricket bats.
The e-book should be on interest to the noise and vibration
control engineers (and the readers of NCEJ) for two reasons.
First, from the general interest and curiosity perspective, most
of us watch many games and sports while also indulging in some
leisure activities ranging from walking, running, exercising,
swimming, and the like. Second, there are several papers that
specifically address vibration and dynamics issues. I personally
enjoyed reading the book as one can arbitrarily select a theme
or paper and read it without knowing other elements of the
book. Articles on vibration and dynamics are quite interesting,
although I would have liked to see more mathematical
simulation and experimental details given my areas of interest.
Finally, the major shortcomings of this book are as follows.
Information in the book is quite outdated (papers from 1996 in a
book that was finally published in 2020). There is no cohesion in
this book as authors simply present their own work (and do not
connect the dots with other papers or chapters). Nevertheless,
readers can look forward to an interesting compilation and then
search the internet for related and contemporary papers on a
specific sport engineering topic.
Raj Singh Academy
Professor, The Ohio State University
singh.3@osu.edu
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Make your job
easier with RION

Preferred by sound and vibration
professionals around the world
for more than
years

75

Dedicated sound and vibration instruments, transducers and software
characterized by ease of use, superior quality and reliability.

Contact RION North America for more information
RION North America
Kensington, MD 20895

E-mail: rion@rion-na.com
https://rion-sv.com
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NOISE/NOTES
Eoin A. King, NNI Editor
NNI is on Facebook and Twitter – we try to keep our readers informed with noise
news from all across the globe by highlighting interesting research and projects.
Here is a roundup of some of the stories that have been making headlines.
Follow @NNIEditor to stay up to date with all noise related news.
A Quieter America – A new INCE-USA Website

INCE-USA is proud to announce the launch of a new website
– A Quieter America – to provide knowledge about noise
and noise control for the public. This is part of the INCE-USA
Mission: “The Institute of Noise Control Engineering of the
USA enables a quieter world through education, awareness,
advocacy, and technical advancement.”

The purpose of the project was to gather the available concrete
acoustic performance information into one document to make
it easier to access and use in project design. Included in this
database are both concrete floor-ceiling assemblies as well as
concrete walls of varying construction types such as pan joist,
flat slab, ICF, concrete metal deck, etc. The focus is primarily
on these main types of ready mixed concrete assemblies, but
also included is additional information on related structural
systems, such as precast slab, wood joist, mass timber (CLT),
etc. The report has also compiled the benefits of different
types of available acoustical treatments for these systems,
such as resilient flooring underlayment and acoustical ceiling
treatments for comparison. Finally, resources for all associated
acoustics topics have been compiled for users who would like
further information about specific items. It will be a valuable
resource for anyone working in the field.

Marion Burgess elected as Honorary Fellow of
the IOA

This site provides information defining noise and its impact on
health and the quality of life in an easy-to-understand format
for readers from school age to professionals in related fields.
In addition, there is information about controlling noise with
detailed information on specific noise issues. Have a look at the
website here: https://aquieteramerica.inceusa.org

The Acoustics of Concrete

The National Ready Mixed Concrete Association (NRMCA),
in conjunction with Acentech (an acoustics and vibrations
consultancy, based in Boston, MA), has produced a new guide
that compiles the available data regarding the acoustical
properties of concrete construction into one place. The guide has
been available for free download on the NRMCA Website here.
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At the recent INTER-NOISE 2022 congress in Glasgow, the
President of the Institute of Acoustics (UK) Stephen Turner,
announced that Marion Burgess has been elected as an
Honorary Fellow of the Institute, in recognition of her service to
the field. Congratulations Marion!
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Can Noise pollution affect our mental health

A recent article published asked if noise pollution affect our
mental health? The article examined the negative effects of
noise on the body and mind, including for example, the noise
pollution can trigger the body’s stress response resulting in
circulatory issues, increased pulse rate, changes in breathing,
and the release of adrenaline and cortisol (fight or flight
response). One Danish study cited found that residents living
in multi-storey housing who indicated annoyance about
neighborhood noise had experienced an “adverse impact on a
broad range of physical and mental health symptoms”.

TikTok – a new source of Noise/News

“According to TikTok…” I never envisioned writing those words,
but hey, you learn something new every day! There is a new
TikTok trend that suggest users listen to brown noise at night
to help them sleep. According to The Conversation, TikTokers

are reporting that listening to brown noise helps them relax and
quickly fall into a deep sleep. It’s even been reported on in the
New York Times, which asks if Brown Noise can ‘turn off your
brain’.

UECNA to host online conference regarding
aviation noise

UECNA will host a major international conference on Tackling
Aviation Noise. It will be held on Zoom on 5th November from
2.00pm – 6.30pm (Brussels time). The conference is available
to all, you do not need to be a UECNA member to attend. The
keynote lecture will be from Marco Paviotti, Policy Officer
European Commission with responsibility for noise. Overall
the conference will provide updates on some key aviation noise
issues, and will include speakers from four continents.

INCE-2022.ai 1 5/11/2022 12:26:18 PM
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The National Council of Acoustical Consultants is an international organization committed to supporting the
acoustical profession through:
•
•
•

Recognizing expert Acoustical Consultants and Engineers.
Promoting opportunities for peer interaction.
Providing a reference tool for the public to learn more about the profession and to find a
consultant matched to their needs.

K

Since 1962, NCAC member firms have led their profession in technical expertise, research, innovation, and
development of real-world applications in all types of environments. NCAC accepts professional firms that
specialize in acoustical consulting based upon education, references, and most importantly – the proven
experience of the principals of the firm.

Directory of NCAC members online at
https://ncac.com/directory
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The Value of Subjective Testing
Jim Thompson

Tire Noise – the first time I went on a test drive to evaluate tire noise. I could not hear most of the sounds that the test engineer
was talking about!

Many noise control engineers focus on objective tests and
the data provided by such tests. This is natural because of the
possible distortions of subjective impressions or personal bias.
At the same time many noise control engineers working in areas
related to subjective response or sound quality do extensive
testing to evaluate subjective responses to noise. In many
of these cases, one is trying to turn subjective responses or
preferences into objective data.
Most engineers are a little suspicious of subjective data. They
have been trained in school to believe in hard data. All their
training has been focused on how to work with such data. I
thought relating some of my experiences dealing with subjective
data – specifically subjective ratings by test drivers might be
of interest and might even illustrate some of the strengths and
weaknesses of such data.
Let me begin with when I first went to work for a tire company.
I had a Ph D and nearly 10 years of experience in occupational
and building acoustics at that point. Within the first week of my
joining the company I was asked to go on a ride with one of the
test drivers on our track. He was doing tire noise evaluations
and my boss thought it would be good experience for me. It was
a rude awakening for me. I could not hear most of the sounds he
was talking about and rating on a 10-point scale. I could hear the
difference between the 7.5 and 4.5 rated tires.
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One of the smart things I did was that I went back to my boss’s
office and told him about my inability. He congratulated me on
my honesty and suggested that I remember for the rest of my
career this vital lesson. Yes, we wanted our tires to be successful
for the vehicle owner, but we were designing our tires based on
the ratings of our own and the automotive manufacturer’s test
drivers.
It is also important to note that different auto manufacturers
had different test procedures that our test drivers had to match.
One company ran tests on six different road surfaces to rank
tires. In each case these were well defined tests that employed
controls and repetition to insure repeatability. In the end these
test drivers did the ratings and could reliably rank differences
the public would seldom notice.
This is a good point to note that this reliance on test driver
subjective ratings was a strange criterion and could lead to odd
circumstances. I feel comfortable in saying that 99% of vehicle
owners or occupants would not notice the differences between
a 6 and 9 (out of 10) rated tires. No tire ever got a 10 rating.
However, there was the one customer in 100 or 1000 that might
hear this noise. This was who was driving the ratings and the
test procedures.
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Once I was put in charge of the acoustics group, my first
assignment for every new engineer or technician was to have
them go on an evaluation with one of the test drivers. The
technicians would come back from that ride and freely admit
they could not hear what the test driver was rating. I had to
prompt most of the engineers to admit their limitations. For
all it was a good lesson and helped them to understand the
difficulty of our job and the skill of the test drivers.
Over time, we all learned to be proficient at subjective
evaluations and worked well with the test drivers and product
development engineers. The designers developing tires believed
in and relied upon these subjective ratings. One of the first
major successes I had working for this company was developing
algorithms to convert objective sound spectra to the equivalent
of test driver subjective ratings. The tire designers still had
more faith in the real subjective ratings, but since we could
turn around multiple tire tests in the lab in hours compared to
days for tests on the track, they often accepted our estimated
subjective ratings. Over time they even began to trust them.
So, does this mean I fully accept and believe in subjective
ratings? Not in the least. This was a special case of highly trained

and experienced test drivers who knew multimillion dollar
programs rested on their ratings. They had strict procedures,
were careful, and if they were not sure of their ratings, would
rerun multiple sets of tires to be sure.
So, as you may expect, there were some exceptions. During my
time at the tire company, we had a very successful all-season
passenger tire. It was always a challenge to make all-season tires
quiet for several reasons. When we first introduced this tire,
it was rated by one auto company as a 7.5. This was the highest
rating ever given to an all-season tire. Four years later when we
introduced a replacement for this phenomenally successful tire,
it was receiving ratings of 4.5.
What had happened? The test drivers had gotten accustomed
to the performance of our tire. Our competitors had made
improvements. Finally, the auto manufacturers are always
looking for better performance in noise and everything else.
Objectively the tires performed slightly better than when
they were introduced due to running improvements, but
subjective ratings are subjective. By the way, this meant we had
to continuously adjust our objective to subjective conversion
algorithms.

Why Publish in the
Noise Control Engineering Journal?
The Noise Control Engineering Journal is:
• the leading refereed journal dedicated to noise control engineering since
1973.
• the only noise control publication with high quality Technical Papers and
Case Studies.
• the primary publication of INCE-USA, KSNVE, and other member
organizations of I-INCE.
• the right place to publish your paper or case study with over 2,000
articles published on noise control engineering.
• flexible - offering a hybrid publication model with both regular
subscription and Open Access licenses.
• fully blinded – all submission reviews are blinded and unbiased.
• a primary resource for noise control professionals from INCE-USA.

For more information: https://www.inceusa.org/publications/noise-control-engineering-journal/
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Paying attention to the noise.. I have seen cases where subjective testing can be effective and reliable, so, I guess I believe in
subjective testing but with a lot of qualifications.

I have one more example that illustrates an important aspect of
subjective ratings. Many years after leaving the tire company,
I was working with a large team to develop a brake squeal
measurement standard. This took years of work and the
participation of brake and brake component manufacturers
from around the world. In the end, a highly successful
measurement standard was developed, and I wrote a book on
how to do this measurement.
Now you are asking what does this have to do with subjective
testing? Like tires, brakes are evaluated subjectively for noise
performance by most of the auto manufacturers. Towards the
end of out test specification development process, we asked each
of the participants to run tests in the lab using the procedure we
had developed and subjective tests to assess correlation. When
we got together to review the results, there was good correlation
with a few exceptions. The major exception was that one
company had little to no correlation with their subjective tests.
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There was a lengthy discussion as to why this one company
was so different. To make a long story short, they seemed to
be following similar test procedures to the other companies.
However, when we discussed how frequently their test drivers’
hearing was tested, they were quiet. Since brake squeal
commonly occurs at frequencies of 10,000 Hz and up, even
moderate hearing damage can adversely affect one’s ability to
hear the squeal. I found out later that his company did test their
drivers’ hearing and had to disqualify all from brake subjective
tests.
In closing, I would say that I have seen cases where subjective
testing can be effective and reliable. However, this takes care
and rigid adherence to procedures and policies. So, I guess I
believe in subjective testing with a lot of qualifications.
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STC 50 Wood Door
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2 ¼” Thick
11 lb/sq ft
Overly Super “H” Door Bottom
Overly “H” Seals
Cam Lift Hinges
Wood Perimeter Stiles and Rails
Non- UL Fire Rated
“A” and “AA” Face Veneers
Available in Both FSC and
Non-FSC
Unfinished, Primed, Clear, Custom
Stain and Plastic Laminate Finish
Options Available

TESTING THE NEXT GENERATION
OF CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
REQUIRES THE BEST MICROPHONES
PCB MICS FEATURE:
n

Best in class THD performance

n

Low noise floors (down to 5.5 dBA)

n

High dynamic ranges

Phone: 1-800-979-7300
Fax: 724-830-2871
E-mail: overly@overly.com
Web: overly.com

Measurement Solutions
for Your Most Challenging
Noise Control Applications
Count on Scantek to provide you with
expert advice to select the right solution
for your sound and vibration measuring
needs. Contact us today for sales, support
and calibration services.

Sound Level Meters
Vibration Meters
Acoustic Cameras
Sound Calibrators
Vibration Calibrators
Calibration Services

1 800 828 8840 | pcb.com/mics

HEAR THAT?
NEITHER DO WE.
ACOUSTIC PIPE & DUCT WRAP —
YOUR NEW SECRET WEAPON.
LEARN MORE.

Sound & Vibration Measurement Solutions
Certified Calibration Services
North America Distributor for Leading Worldwide Manufacturers

800-224-3813 | www.scantekinc.com | info@scantekinc.com
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International Representatives
Below is a list of international contacts for the advertisers in this issue. The telephone number is followed by the fax number where
available. In cases where there are two or more telephone numbers per location, or several locations within a country, a semicolon
(;) separates the telephone number(s) from the respective fax number. Advertisers are asked to send updated information by email
to jlessard@virtualinc.com.
BSWA

AUSTRALIA
KINGDOM PTY LTD
+61 2 9975 3272
kingdom@kingdom.com.au
AUSTRALIA
Noise Measurement Services
+61 7 3217 2850
bob@noisemeasurement.com.au
AUSTRIA
Ing. Wolfgang Fellner GmbH
+43 1 282 53 43
wf@shallmessung.com
BELGIUM
ABC International Trading B.V.
+31 162520447
nl@abctradings.com
CANADA
Soft dB
+1 418 686 0993
contact@softdb.com
EGYPT
Elnady Engineering and Agencies
+20 2 23425763
info@elnadycompany.com
FINLAND
APL Systems Ltd.
+358(0)442199940
Ville.ilves@apl.fi
FRANCE
ViaXys
+33 2 38 87 45 35
oliver.blazere@viaxys.com
GERMANY
ROGA Instruments
+49 (0) 6721 98 44 54
roga@roga-messtechnik.de
INDIA
Welan Technologies
+91 20 25393126
info@welantechnologies.com
IRELAND
Sonitus Systems
+353 01 2542560/+44 020 81236009
enquiries@sonitussystens.com
ISRAEL
Emproco Ltd.
+972 (0) 8 6718187
sales@emproco.com
ITALY
Spectra Sri
+39 613321
ecaglio@spectra.it
KOREA
SM Instruments Co., Ltd.
+82 42 861 7004
youngkey@smins.co.kr
SERBIA
NORTH Point Ltd.
+381 24 62 62 72
gajins@north.rs
SINGAPORE
ACOUSTI-TEQ ASIA PTE LTD
+65 6694 4421
sales@acousti-teq.net
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SOUTH AFRICA
ESTEQ Test & Measurement (Pty)
+27 12 809 9500
e.murison@esteq.com
SOUTH AMERICA
SMART Tech
+55 11 3168 3388
marcelo@smarttech.com.br
SPAIN
Anotec Consulting S.L.
+34 916 897 540
nico@anotec.com
PROTOS Euroconsultores de Ingeneria
S.L.
+34 91 747 5891
Kimono.alexiou@protos-eci.es
Uros Ingenieria
+34 91 3329621
Jalon_id@uros.es
SWEDEN
Acoutronic AB
+46 87 650 280
toby@acoutronic.se
Arotate-Consulting AB
+46 708 955150
janos@arotate.com
Sound View Instruments
+46 (0) 70 681 79 89
Anders.norborg@soundviewinstr.com
TAIWAN
OE SCIENTECH CO., LTD.
+886 -2 25115747
terry@oe.com.tw
Tops Technologies, Inc.
+886 932 068 059
kenlee@topstech.com.tw
THAILAND
LEGA Corporation Co., Ltd.
+66 2 746 9933
maya@legaeng.com
THE NETHERLANDS
ABC International
Trading B.V.
+31 162520447
nl@abctradings.com
TURKEY
DTA Ltd Sti.
+90 224 280 84 44A
kif.goksa@dta.com.tr
VibraTek
+90 0312 479 0302
Ibrahim.Caglayan@vibratek.com.tr
UNITED KINGDOM
NTi Audio AG
+44 1438 870632
uk@nti-audio.com
USA
Scantek, Inc.
+1 410 290 7726
PeppinR@scantekinc.com

NTi

AUSTRALIA
Amber Technology Pty Ltd
+61 2 9998 7600
mharders@ambertech.com.au

AUSTRIA
Studiokonzept Medientechnik GmbH
+43 1 815 2624
info@studiokonzept.at
BELGIUM
Belram sa/nv
+32 2 672 95 90
info@belram.com
BRAZIL
NTI Audio Inc.
+1 503 684 7050
americas@nti-audio.com
CANADA
NTI Audio Inc.
+1 503 684 7050
americas@nti-audio.com
CHILE
NTI Audio Inc.
+1 503 684 7050
americas@nti-audio.com
CHINA
NTI CHINA CO., LTD.
+86 10 5791 0038
china@nti-audio.com
CZECH REPUBLIC
NTi Audio Praha
+420 2209 99992
info@ntipraha.cz
DENMARK
Kinovox Scandinavia ApS
+45 2962 0823
ck@kinovox.dk
ESTONIA
Noretron Communication Ltd.
+358 10 525 8070
timo.kunnas@noretron.fi
FINLAND
Noretron Communications Ltd.
+358 10 525 8070
timo.kunnas@noretron.fi
FRANCE
NTi Audio France SAS
304 RTE Nationale 6
Le bois des Côtes
Avalon 1
69760 Limonest
GERMANY
NTi Audio GmbH
+49 201 6470 1900
de@nti-audio.com
GREECE
Bon Studio S.A.
+30 210 380 9605 8
bon@bonstudio.gr
HUNGARY
Elimex Kft
+36 1 239 8270
zsofi@elimex.hu
INDIA
AVF Distributors (I) Pvt. Ltd.
+91 22 2405 1686
info@avfindia.com
ISRAEL
Sontronics Electr. Equipm. Ltd
+972 3 570 5223
sales@sontronics.co.il
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ITALY
Spectra SRL
+39 039613321
info@spectra.it
JAPAN
NTI Japan Limited
+81 3 3634 6110
okayasu@nti-japan.com
SOUTH KOREA
NTi Audio Korea
+82 2 6404 4978
korea@nti-audio.com
LATVIA
Audio AE Ltd.
+371 67807310
audioae@audioae.lv
LITHUANIA
Midiaudio Ltd.
+370-37-223288
sales@midiaudio.com
MALAYSIA
TekMark Broadcast Sdn Bhd
+603 9057 8999
gs.wong@tekmarkgroup.com
MEXICO
NTI Audio Inc.
+1 503 684 7050
americas@nti-audio.com
NETHERLANDS
Ampco Flashlight Sales BV
+31 30 2414070
sales@ampco-flashlight.nl
NEW ZEALAND
Amber Technology (NZ) Ltd.
+64 9 443 0753
ross@amber.co.nz
NORWAY
Benum siv. ing. AS
+47 2213 9900
post@benum.com
POLAND
Konsbud Audio Sp. Z O.O.
+48 226 44 3038
info@konsbud-audio.com.pl
PORTUGAL
Wavelan S.A.
+351 916 900 409
Nuno.sousa@wavelan.pt
ROMANIA
db Technolight
+40 268 331 410
dan@dbt.ro
RUSSIA
ITR Engineering
+7 495 1505307
info@itr-eng.ru
SINGAPORE
Affinity Engineering
+65 63164432
vincent-hii@affinityec.com
SLOVAKIA
NTi Audio Praha
+420 2209 99992
info@ntipraha.cz
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SLOVENIA
AVC Slovenia
+386-1-530 78 70
jani.medic@avc-group.si
SOUTH AFRICA
Wild & Marr
(Johannesburg)
+27 11 974 0633
info@wildandmarr.co.za
SPAIN
Neotécnica, S.A.
+34 91 542 09 00
neotecnica@neotecnica.es
SWEDEN
Sennberg AB
+46 8 566 16400
stephan.segermark@sennberg.se
SWITZERLAND
Contrik AG
+41 44 736 50 10
contrik@contrik.ch
TAIWAN
NTI CHINA CO., LTD.
+86 512 6802 0075
china@nti-audio.com
TURKEY
ASF SES ISIK VE GORUNTU SISTEMLERI
A.S.
+90 212 227 6800
ugur.dogan@asf-avl.com
UNITED KINGDOM
NTi Audio UK Ltd.
+44 1438 870632
uk@nti-audio.com
USA
NTI Audio Inc.
+1 503 684 7050
americas@nti-audio.com

Odeon

DENMARK
Odeon A/S
+45 8870 8845
info@odeon.dk

Rion

ALGERIA/FRANCE/MOROCCO/
TUNISIA
ViaXys
+33 2 38 87 45 35
info@viaxys.com
ARGENTINA
HIKARI S. A.
+54 11 4811 5767, +54 11 4815 2968
cientifica@opticagriensu.com
AUSTRALIA
Acoustic Research Labs Pty Ltd
+61 2 9484 0800
reception@acousticresearch.com.au
AUSTRIA/CZECH/SLOVAKIA/
SLOVENIA
LB-acoustics Messgeraete GmbH
+43 (0)1 270 77 00
Office@LB-acoustics.at
BELGIUM/LUXEMBOURG
Sysmex Belgium N.V.
+32 (0)2 7697474
info@sysmex.be
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA/
CROATIA/SERBIA
CERIUM d.o.o.
+385 (0)1 580 59 21
info@cerium.hr
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BRAZIL
TST-Instrumentos de Medição Ltda.
+55 11 4221-6110
marcos.piai@tstm.com.br
CHILE
Sociedad Acustical S.A.
+56 2 892 0380
laboratorio@acustical.cl
CHINA
RION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
SHANGHAI LTD
+86-21-5423-5082
info-china@rionchina.com
COLOMBIA/ECUADOR/PERÚ
Alava Ingenieros S.A., Sucursal del Perú
+511 447 50 27
alava@grupoalava.com
CYPRUS
Panacoustics Ltd
+357 25 822816
info@panacoustics.com
DENMARK/NORWAY
Lesanco ApS
+45 3961 1206
lesanco@lesanco.dk
FINLAND
MIP Electronics Oy
+358 10 3222 631
info@mip.fi
GERMANY
ZINS Ziegler-Instruments GmbH
+49 (0)2166-1898-500
zins@ziegler-instruments.de
GREECE
G.CHRALAMPOPOULOS-S. MOUZAKITIS
G.P./GROUP SCIENCE
+30 210 8053121, +30 213 0311028
info@groupscience.gr
HONG KONG
Che Scientific Co (Hong Kong) Ltd
(Distributor for Viscotester)
+852 2481 1323
sales@chescientific.com
Science International Corporation
+852 2 543 7442
ehs@scienceintel.com
HUNGARY
ENTEL Engineering Research &
Consulting Ltd
+36 (1) 336-0400
rion@entel.hu
INDIA
Mecord Systems and Services Pvt Ltd
+91 22 2500 8128 / 2500 7552
info@mecord.com, sales@mecord.com
INDONESIA
PT Transindotama Sinar Perkasa
+62 21 4584 0670 / 4584 0671 / 4584
0672
transindotama@transindotama.com,
transindotama@gmail.com
IRELAND/UNITED KINGDOM
ANV Measurement Systems
+44 1908 64 28 46
info@noise-and-vibration.co.uk
IRELAND
Industrial Acoustics Company Ltd
+353 1 2828043
info@iacl.ie

ITALY
ntek s.r.l.
+39 334 16 66 958
info@ntek.it, amministrazione@ntek.it,
commerciale@ntek.it
VIBRO-ACOUSTIC
+39 049 9200 975
info@scs-controlsys.com
KOREA
SR Tech Co, Ltd
+82-31-754-8481
sunilrion@sunilrion.co.kr
MALAYSIA
O’Connor’s Engineering Sdn Bhd
+60 3 7953 8400
oconnor@oce.com.my
Active Acoustic Engineering Sdn Bhd
+603-6151 8717
enquiry@active-acoustic.com
NETHERLANDS
Sysmex Nederland B.V.
+31 (0)76 5086000
info@sysmex.nl
NEW ZEALAND
Machinery Monitoring Systems LTD
+64 9 623 3147
mamos@xtra.co.nz
POLAND
EKOHIGIENA APARATURA Sp. zo. o.
+48 71 31 76 850
biuro@ekohigiena.com.pl
PORTUGAL
M.R.A. Instrumentacao S.A.
+351 21 421 74 72
mra@mra.pt
ROMANIA
Spectromas SRL
+40 21 310 10 95
info@spectromas.ro
RUSSIA
Eurotest Ltd
+7 (812) 703-05-55
sales@rion-russia.ru
SINGAPORE
O’Connor’s Singapore Pte Ltd
+65 6470 4712 (DID)
enquiries@oconnors.wbl.com.sg
Salient Technologies Pte Ltd
+65 6659 2411
sales@salient-tech.com.sg
SOUTH AFRICA
Environmental Instruments
International cc
+27 21 914-4408
info@envinst.co.za
SPAIN
ALAVA Ingenieros S.A.
+34 91 567 97 00
alava@alava-ing.es
SWEDEN
Acoutronic AB
+46 8 765 02 80
info@acoutronic.se
SWITZERLAND
A - TECH testing GmbH
+41 56 634 26 26
info@a-tech.ch
TAIWAN
Ring-In Trading Development Co., LTD
+886 2 2381 6767
ringin@ms6.hinet.net
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THAILAND
Sithiporn Associates Co., LTD
+66 2 433 8331
sa-epd@sithiphorn.com
TURKEY
Cev-Tek Ltd Sti
+90 312 394 15 50
bilgi@cevtek.com.tr
UAE
Enviro Engineering General Trading LLC
+971 44201188
info@enviroegt.com
USA/CANADA/MEXICO
Sage Technologies – Arizona
+1 480 732 9848
coconnor@sagetechnologies.com
Sage Technologies – Michigan
+1 734 525 8100
dsulisz@sagetechnologies.com
Sage Technologies – S. California
+1 310 779 7873
mweesit@sagetechnologies.com
Sage Technologies – N. California
+1 310 503 7890
eweesit@sagetechnologies.com
Sage Technologies – Washington
+1 425 454 9680
tnorsworthy@sagetechnologies.com
Scantek Inc. - HQ
+1 410 290 7726
info@scantekinc.com
Scantek Inc. - West
+1 410 384 4221
infowest@scantekinc.com
VIETNAM (HANOI)
Technical Instrument & Consultant
Technology (TECOTEC)
(+84-4) 35763500 / 35763501
hanoi@tecotec.com.vn
VIETNAM (HO CHI MINH)
MT Scientific Equipment Co., LTD
(+84 8) 3 86 460 51
mtse@hcm.vnn.vn

Scantek, Inc.

MEXICO AND SOUTH AMERICA
CIAAMSA División Acústica
+55 1054 3209/+55 1054 3210
nbenitez@ciaamsa-acustica.com

SoundPLAN GmbH

ARGENTINA
Dakar ingeniería acústica de Rodolfo
Alejandro Gareis
+54 11 4631-5691; +54 11 4631-5691
soundplan@dakar-acustica.com.ar
AUSTRALIA
Marshall Day Acoustics
+61 (2) 8211 1142; +61 (2) 8211 1142
soundplan@marshallday.com
BRASIL
GROM Acústica & Vibração
+55 21 2516-0077; +55 21 2516-0077
comercial@grom.com.br
CHILE
SINRUIDO
+56 222398736; +56993345286
ing.mario.mora@gmail.com
CHINA
ZCCK
+86 20 3763 9280; +86 20 3763 9280
soundplan@zc-ck.com
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International Representatives
COLOMBIA
EGS Solution SAS
5717043056; 573016544282
proyectos@egssolutions.com.co
COLOMBIA
High Tec Environmental Ltda.
+57 (1) 671 3700; +57 (1) 671 3700
info@hteltda.com
COSTA RICA
Fluctuum S.A.
+506 85864679; +506 85864679
info@fluctuum.com
CZECH REPUBLIC
Symos s.r.o.
+420 605255986; +420 605255986
symos@symos.cz
DENMARK
SoundPLAN Nord ApS
+45 2191 0121; +45 2946 1030
support@soundplan.dk
ECUADOR
LAMBDACOUSTIC LABORATORIES S.A.
(+593-2) 6000 373; (+593-2) 6000 373
ventas@lambda.com.ec
EGYPT
Elnady Engineering and Agencies
+20 2 23425763; +20 2 23425763
info@elnadycompany.com
FRANCE
EUPHONIA
+33 (0) 1 42 21 16 05;+33 (0) 1 42 21 16 05
courrier@euphonia.fr
GERMANY
SoundPLAN GmbH
+49 (7191) 91440; +49 (7191) 914420
mail@soundplan.de
GREECE
Acoustics Helas
+30 (210) 6630333;+30 6942466323
acoustics@acoustics.gr
GUATEMALA
SEGURIDAD, MEDIO AMBIENTE Y
TECNOLOGÍA, S.A
+502-23313669
info@smt.com.gt
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HONG KONG
SoundPLAN Asia Co., Ltd.
+85 281988469
info@soundplan.asia
HONG KONG
Takabama Limited
+852 2525 8033; +852 2525 8033
soundplan@4dNoise.com
HUNGARY
Vibrocomp Kft
+36 (1) 3107292; +36 (1) 3107292
info@vibrocomp.com
INDIA
ADAMS ENGINEERING PROJECTS PVT.
LTD.
+91 44 2817 3711; +91 73977 66580
sales@adamsengg.com
INDONESIA
PT. Global Suara Indonesia (Geonoise
Indonesia)
+62 21 5010 5012; +62 21 5010 5012
indonesia@geonoise.com
ISRAEL
RTA Engineering LTD
+972 775503994; +972 525550955
ronen@rtaeng.com
ITALY
Spectra S.r.l.
+39 039-613321; +39 039-613321
spectra@spectra.it
JAPAN
ONO SOKKI CO.,LTD.
+81-45-935-3888; +81-45-935-3818
soundplan-support@onosokki.co.jp
MALAYSIA
Acoustic Vibration Consulting Malaysia
Sdn. Bhd. (AVCM)
+60340652167; +60340652167
info@avcm.my
MÉXICO
INGENIERÍA ACÚSTICA SPECTRUM,
S.A. DE C.V.
+52 (55) 55670878; +52 (55) 55670878
acusticaspectrum@prodigy.net.mx

NETHERLANDS
Ing.buro AV-Consulting B.V.
+31 182352311; +31 182352311
beheer@av-consulting.nl
NEW ZEALAND
Marshall Day Acoustics
+64 93797822; +64 93797822
auckland@marshallday.co.nz
NORTHERN IRELAND
Irwin Carr Consulting
+44 (28308) 98009; +44 (28308) 98009
office@irwincarr.com
PERÚ
CENERIS E.I.R.L0
+51 1 4800065 102
cervetto@ceneris.com
PHILIPPINES
ROS ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS
7454564
sison201034@gmail.com
POLAND
PC++ Software Studio
+48 (606) 110 270; +48 (606) 110 270
info@pcplusplus.com.pl
QATAR
Vibrocomp - Shift w.l.l.
+974 44503823; +974 50930239
qatar@vibrocomp.com
ROMANIA
Vibrocomp SRL
+40 728018976; +40 728018977
romania@vibrocomp.com
RUSSIA
Institute of Vibroacoustic Systems
+7 (812) 2411920; +7 (812) 2411920
info@ivas.su
SERBIA
Dirigent Acoustics d.o.o.
+381 11 28 50 601; +381 11 400 24 86
info@dirigent-acoustics.co.rs
SINGAPORE
TME Systems Pte Ltd
+65 67477234
tme@tmesystems.net
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SOUTH AFRICA
Mackenzie Hoy Consulting Engineers
+27 215314452; +27 215314452
machoy@iafrica.com
SOUTH KOREA
ABC Trading
+82-2-2226-3161; +82-2-2226-3161
abc@abctrd.com
SPAIN
AAC CENTRO DE ACÚSTICA APLICADA
S.L.
+34 (945) 29 8233; +34 (945) 29 8233
aac@aacacustica.com
SRI LANKA
MASS Engineering Solutions &
Consultanting
+94 77 999 4320; +94 77 999 4320
info@mass-consultants-lk.com
TAIWAN
ZCCK Taipei
+886 2 8722 2626; +886 2 8722 2626
soundplan-tw@zc-ck.com
THAILAND
Geonoise Thailand Co., Ltd.
+66 21214399; +66 81 964 1982
contact@geonoise.com
TURKEY
Hidrotek Mimarlik Muhendislik Ltd.
+90 216 372 20 27; +90 544 414 17 68
info@hidro-tek.com
UNITED KINGDOM
WKC Technology Ltd.
+44 207 975 1464
enquiries@soundplan-uk.com
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Vibrocomp ME Consultancy FZCO
+971 4 3262825; +974 54 4462053
me@vibrocomp.com
UNITED STATES
Navcon Engineering Network
+1 (714) 441-3488; +1 (714) 441-3488
webmail@navcon.com
VIETNAM
Lidin Co.,Ltd
+84 2839778269; +84 902203040
ronal.nguyen@lidinco.com
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Below is a list of congresses and conferences
sponsored by International INCE and INCE-USA.
A list of all known conferences related to noise
can be found by going to the International INCE
website (www.i-ince.org).

 OCTOBER 24–28, 2022

International Congress on Acoustics
(2022)
Gyeongju, Korea

 MAY 15–18, 2023

NOISE-CON 2023, A joining
conference with SAE and TRB
Grand Rapids, MI, USA

 AUGUST 20–23, 2023

INTER-NOISE 2023
Chiba, Greater Tokyo

 SEPTEMBER 11–15, 2023

Forum Acusticum
Torino, Italy

International INCE Sustaining Members
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AOCEM Group
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Hottinger Brüel & Kjaer A/S

Denmark

Ecophon AB

Sweden
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Denmark
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Liechtenstein

Rion Co., Ltd.

Japan

International INCE Institutional Members
Sweden
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Department of Applied
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Directory of Noise Control Services
Information on listings in the Directory of Noise Control Services is available from the INCE-USA Business Office,
11130 Sunrise Valley Dr., Suite 350, Reston, VA 20191-4371 Telephone: +1.703.437.4073 email: ibo@inceusa.org.
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